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Zombie Nation: The International Scourge of
Synthetic Opiates
Meth P2P is a neurotoxin. It causes psychotic behavior It systematically destroys the
brain. It is now easy to manufacture from available chemicals. It is highly addictive
and it is everywhere cheaply available. And a major contributor to societal collapse
and the growing international madness.
I want to inform you on some of my researches on the issue of international cultural
degradation and societal collapse. If you notice my blogs going backwards and
forwards between good news and bad news it has a purpose. The bad news is a
collapsing world system. The good news is the Spirit of God is moving all over the
earth and combined with all the great technology breakthroughs we have both the
spiritual power and the technology power to exit Babylon and create new nations
building the Kingdom of God of tomorrow.
Have you noticed a major increase in crazy and irrational behavior at all levels of
society and which at its lowest and most obvious are the tent cities of homeless who
are suffering from severe mental illness? What you don't see are the young people in
the basements of parents unable to function socially or in the trading rooms of the
great financial institutions snorting or smoking crystal meth because they need
constant stimulation or drugs in rural communities and affluent suburbs....silently
destroying the brain functions of the users and eventually leading to hallucinations,
paranoia, violent mood swings, schozophrenia.
There have always been drug problems in all societies. But this is what makes the
present world scourge so dangerous:
Before, drugs usually came from plant based chemicals. Morphine and heroin from
poppy flowers or cocaine from the coca plant (and originally mixed in with the new
drink called "Coca-Cola'). Then came amphetamines based on a chemical called
"ephedrine". If you ever saw the TV series "Breaking Bad" of a high school
chemistry teacher cooking up meth for the drug cartels then you have an idea why
they always had to have this precurser ephedrine.
But the international fight against meth soon strangled the availability of ephedrine.
Until modern chemistry breakthroughs in what is called synthetic opiates. This
opened up a whole new technology of easily making synthetic meth from a host of
easily available chemicals....and today we have mass production on an industrial scale
of cheap, easily manufactured highly toxic but highly addictive Meth P2P
I want to give you an idea of the scope of the scourge but first a scriptural background
about the issue of drugs in the Bible and in ancient times.....

In Deut: 32:31-33:
"For their rock is not our rock, even our enemies themselves being judges. For
their vine is the vine of Sodom and the fields of Gomorrah. Their grapes are grapes
of gall, their clusters are bitter, their wine is the poison of dragons and the cruel
venom of asps."
The word "gall" here is the Hebrew word "rosh" meaning head which is the term for
the poppy plant from which opium is produced. In scripture opium is referred to as
"wormwood". So we can now understand a number of biblical allusions to this:
- Prov. 5:14 "bitter as wormwood" (opium has a bitter taste)
- Lam. 3:15 "drunken with wormwood"
- Math 27:34 Jesus was given vinegar mixed with "gall" to drink, or opium mixed
with vinegar to dull the pain of the crucifixion but he spat it out.
So what we have here is the fact that throughout the ancient times Sodom and
Gomorrah were known as the drug dealing capitals of the middle east. Situated on the
main trade routes between east and west they were known as the places where you
trade for opium. Narcotics was not only needed for pain relief but was an integral part
of temple and false god rituals. Narcotics and hallucinogens were needed as means
for putting people into trance states to commune with spirits and demons.
But when nations and peoples give themselves over to narcotics then the destruction
of that nation is soon to come. This is not only the lesson from Sodom but this is what
the prophet Jeremiah told the people of Judah before their nation was given over to
Babylon by the Lord to be destroyed. They were a nation of drug slaves...
In Jer. 8:11 the prophet accuses the false prophets of preaching "peace, peace" when
destruction was coming their way. The people were in a false drug induced peace.
Jer.8:14 says "Why do we sit still? Assemble yourselves and let us enter into the
defenced cities and let us be silent there for the Lord has given us....the waters of gall
to drink..."
Jer. 9:15 "Therefore thus saith the Lord of Hosts...Behold I will feed them even this
people with wormwood and give them water of gall to drink".
Jeremiah was trying to tell the people of Judah that the end was coming and the
Babylonians were going to destroy their nation and take them into slavery because of
their sin, but what did the people do...they said lets go and hide behind our walls, lets
get high, this will all just blow over. The priests said "Don't worry be happy!" (like
that old Raggae pot smoking song). And then proceeded to deal more drugs to the
masses to dull the pain and keep the deception going a bit longer... destruction and
enslavement soon came...
Here is the lesson from Sodom as well as from Jeremiah and Jerusalem: Before the
Lord destroys a nation that nation is caught up in wormwood and gall...opium and
narcotics. They live in delusion of false peace and false euphoria.
This warning is repeated in Revelations 18:23. Babylon the Great is condemned by
God and the people warned by the Lord to get out of the world system as it is falling.
One main reason...."for thy merchants were the great men of the earth, for by thy
sorceries were all nations deceived"

The word "sorcery" here in the Greek is "pharmakos" from which we get
pharmaceuticals. The international drug trade is one of the largest businesses in the
world and it is literally destroying nations and people. It reaches deep into the
international banking system, it funds secret societies, intelligence operations and
black ops around the world. It reaches into the highest echelons of government and
down to the lowest street level gangs.
Drug enslavement is the key to controlling people in all walks of life, from the highest
to the lowest. Without the power of Jesus Christ and the infilling of the Holy Spirit it
is impossible to break the grip of drug enslavement. And this then becomes one of
the best ways to entrap and control people. Which is why the control of the drug trade
internationally is always and has always been a matter of national security for the
great nations. You can destroy an enemy by troops invading a nation, or you can
destroy a nation by infiltrating drugs pervasively into its culture...the destruction is as
certain as a marauding army.
And it is the purpose of Satan to destroy nations. Why? For the same reason he killed
all the babies in Bethlehem or all the children in Egypt. He must destroy the Saviour,
the people of the Saviour, the same people who will judge him and his demons and
cast them in the lake of fire. No nation and no human being must be left alive or
alternately no human capable of functioning as the image of God on earth.
Let me give you some of the background of what is happening in Mexico and
America. But please note that because of the ease of manufacturing synthetic opiates
like Meth P2P this is happening all over the world.
When previously making meth from ephedrine which was difficult to come by the
multitudes of small cook operations in Mexico and America would do a batch of
about 10-15 pounds at a time. But when the new method and new easily obtained
industrial chemicals used to make Meth P2P the manufacturing operations returned to
Mexico where they could set up large factories in warehouses where batches of
hundreds of pounds of meth could be manufactured on an industrial scale.
The consequences were catastrophic. The price of street meth fell by 90%. It became
cheap and easily available everywhere. And Mexico being a narco-state controlled by
various cartels with more armaments and firepower than the police manufactured with
impunity. With the ephedrine meth there was never enough ephedrine to supply all of
America so it was more a border Texas and California penetration. But with the
arrival of cheap mass manufactured MethP2P after 2012 the meth epidemic and trade
networks spread all across the nation....suburbs, offices, schools. Ordinary people
become resellers and marketers to get into fast money quickly. The other consequence
was more insidious.
The ephedrine meth tended to damage people gradually over years. The new
MethP2P damage accelerated very fast and had a specially bad effect on the human
brain. It was in effect a neurotoxin. On the streets it was known as "weirdo dope"....it
turned people crazy.

All of that meth has been pushed into a market already softened up by the opioid
epidemic. That should not have mattered: Historically, meth and opioid users had
been separate groups with different cultures, and the drugs affect the brain’s reward
pathways differently. But as large supplies of P2P meth began to arrive, many opioid
addicts switched to meth. For many, Suboxone—which blocks opiate receptors and
hence eliminates opioid cravings—was a lifesaver. They use it daily, the way a heart
patient uses daily blood thinners to stay alive. But as P2P meth spread nationwide, an
unprecedented event took place in American drug use: Opioid addicts began to shift,
en masse, to meth. Meth overdoses have risen rapidly in recent years, but they are
much less common than opioid ODs—you don’t typically overdose and die on meth;
you decay. In the process, traffickers forged a new population of mentally ill
Americans. Treating them was daunting. Despite years of research, science has found
no equivalent of methadone or Suboxone to help subdue meth cravings and allow
people addicted to the drug a chance to break from it and begin repairing their life
The symptoms were always similar: violent paranoia, hallucinations, conspiracy
theories, isolation, massive memory loss, jumbled speech. Methamphetamine is a
neurotoxin—it damages the brain no matter how it is derived. But P2P meth seems to
create a higher order of cerebral catastrophe. Schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are
afflictions that begin in the young. Now people in their 30s and 40s with no prior
history of mental illness seemed to be going mad. But prior to going mad the first
effects are very noticeable....the initial users have a sense of power and euphoria and
are just non-stop talkers and over the top, in your face personalities. And then the
brain deterioration starts its journey to schizophrenia, depression, paranoia and ends
in madness. Anybody you recognize in the media or entertainment or politics?
One drug counsellor I read of described the problem of dealing with a MethP2P addict
like this: " The degree of mental-health disturbance; the wave of psychosis; the
profound, profound disorganization[is something I’ve never seen before. If they’re not
raging and agitated, they can be completely non-communicative. Treating addiction
relies on your ability to have a connection with someone. But I’ve never experienced
something like this—where there’s no way in to that person.”
When the new Biden administration decided that the American border with Mexico is
basically open to all comers this was incredibly good news to the drug cartels. 2
million people will migrate across that border this year. Most are young men with no
prospects for work but many with drug cartel connections ready to spread the
MethP2P distribution everywhere in America. And no border control to stop the
shipments. The mental health and crime and destruction of civic life will accelerate
dramatically in years ahead.
This is not an American bad news story. This is going on all over the world. In South
America, Europe, Asia the cheap drug manufacturing facilities are coming on line
everywhere and the international migrant movements are helping to set up distribution
pipelines everywhere.
If you notice increases worldwide of totally irrational behaviour in governments,
industry, entertainment and breakdowns in what would be considered civilized
behaviour don't be surprised. The madness is spreading.

In many ways once again the cultural media of films and TV are precursers to this
international madness. I refer you to the vast amount of 'Zombie" or the "Living
Dead" themes for films and TV. A good starting point if this is not your type of
entertainment as it certainly is not mine, would be Brad Pitt starring in "World War
Z". Sometimes the prophetic warnings from the Lord are not to be found in the pulpit
but on the screens of world media.
For those of us looking to build and manifest the Kingdom of God on earth as it is in
heaven there is a daunting task ahead.
I will repeat this theme. The world system as we know it is in a state of deterioration
to such an extent that we will be forced to create communities parallel to and
independent or at least non-dependent on a crumbling world system.
The good news however is as I repeat in many ways...the Lord with every trial and
challenge He presents us with has already made a way for us through the times to
come. We have an abundance of both spiritual and technical resources available for
us to create a wonderful future for ourselves and our families and thereby help to heal
a broken world.

